GET SMARTER
GET CONNECTED
GET WIRELESS

Discover the world of wireless connectivity

Würth Elektronik eiSos is offering radio modules for Sub-GHz and 2.4GHz. The supported standards are Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Wireless m-Bus as well as the industry proven proprietary AMBER protocol.

Contact us - We’ll be glad to assist you.

wireless-sales@we-online.com  ·  www.we-online.com

The future is wireless
**The future is wireless**

**Bluetooth**
Give your controlling unit (like PLC) a face! E.g. comfortably read solar radiation and generated energy via your mobile device.

**Wireless m-Bus**
Receive consumption data such as gas, water or electricity directly on your data logger.

**Proprietary**
Application-specific and optimized proprietary wireless protocols for industrial applications.

**WiFi**
Forward the collected data to the HMI over standard WiFi interface.